
Beginning $45

Intermediate $55

Advanced $65

balletballet
Contemporary $45

Hip Hop $45

Broadway $45

electiveselectives

Tippy Toe Dance StudioTippy Toe Dance Studio

at homeat home

VIDEO: Barre
VIDEO: "Across the Floor" traveling
movement
VIDEO: Center combinations
VIDEO: Warm-up & stretch routine
Monthly calendar with recommended
"class" schedule
Written versions of lesson plans
2-3 supplementary materials (projects,
articles, additional videos)
Mid-month virtual check-in with instructor
End-of-term virtual class showcase

Monthly Ballet materials include:

VIDEO: Choreography routine x2!
VIDEO: Movement Breakdown x2!
Monthly calendar with recommended
"class" schedule
2-3 supplementary materials (projects,
articles, additional   videos)
Mid-month virtual check-in with instructor
End-of-term virtual class showcase

Monthly Elective materials include:

Email us at contact@tippytoedancestudio.com.Have Questions?

COVID-19 has changed the way we do things. Our priority at Tippy Toe remains the safety for both
our dancers and staff - while we are still offering both private lessons and limited classes in-person
at our studio as long as it's allowed, many families want or need another option for their dancer.

An online curriculum shouldn't mean a lower quality one. The truth is, a dance class through a
computer will never be the same as one in a studio. However, our amazing instructors have created
a curriculum using the same lessons students would have in the studio, including supplemental
projects that help students receive a well-rounded dance education. 

Get new lesson plans monthly. Students will focus on new skills every few weeks that build on
what they have already learned. Every month you will be able to download a fresh set of videos and
activities along with a recommended schedule that helps you take full advantage of every class!  

Register at www.tippytoedancestudio.com beginning August 1st.

Dedicated Dancer Discount

access one level of ballet plus ALL electives
for $150 - save up to $120

Family Package Discount
access ALL levels of ballet and ALL electives

for $200 - save up to $130


